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Helping Kids in Foster
Care Learn to Manage
Their Emotions and
Behavior
POSTED BY THE ANNIE E. CASEY FOUNDATION

Helping children and young people in foster care
learn to manage their thoughts, emotions and energy
is a two-part process. This is especially true when
foster parents, kin and other caregivers are working
with children who have experienced trauma.
One part of helping children and young people
master self-regulation is to provide them with stability
through comforting daily activities, such as
establishing bedtime routines or listening to music.
Part two involves reading children’s signals and
helping them use calm-down strategies when they
are stressed.
“We tend to think of regulation as something we only
have to pay attention to in those acute, critical
moments,” says Margaret Blaustein, a clinical
psychologist with an expertise in treating complex
childhood trauma. “But the experience of having
increasingly organized internal states over extended
periods of time actually decreases the likelihood of
those intense moments.”

Blaustein is the co-author of ARC Reflections, a
powerful new skill-building course that teaches foster
parents how to support children healing from trauma.
The Annie E. Casey Foundation collaborated with
the Justice Resource Institute to develop ARC
Reflections, and the resulting curriculum includes a
comprehensive suite of training materials, including
an implementation guide, PowerPoint presentations,
facilitator guides, handouts and more.
Continue Reading

Rituals of Connection: The
Antidote to Big Emotions
and Challenging Behaviors
By Melissa Benaroya, MSW, LICSW
WHEN PARENTING FEELS CHALLENGING, IT’S TIME TO
GIVE YOUR CHILDREN YOUR UNDIVIDED ATTENTION.

The increase in children’s big emotions and challenging
behaviors during the pandemic have many parents reaching out for advice. The kids’ negative behaviors are creating overwhelm and frustration for parents who are often
juggling work, home life, and in many cases, online learning. They scratch their heads as to why these new behaviors happen and wonder what they can do to avoid or resolve the challenges.

Misbehavior is a Bid in disguise
A good place to start when trying to understand what
drives kids is to look just below the surface of the actual
behaviors you see. All children’s behaviors are purposeful
and driven by a need or desire. Dr. John Gottman calls
these “Bids.” A bid is simply an attempt to get attention,
acceptance, or connection. Most of children’s negative
behaviors are either bids for 1) attention or connection or
2) a sense of power or control. These bids can take the
form of whining, poking, yelling, throwing, repeating your
name like a broken record, tantrums, and a hundred other
forms of physical communication.
When children act out, you need to remember that the bid
being made is actually the child crying out, “See me, involve me, make me feel useful” or “Let me help, give me
choices.”
When you look at children’s negative behaviors and big
emotions through this lens, you can then distinguish the
best way to move forward and handle the situation. Dr.
Jane Nelson, the founder of Positive Discipline, says that
the emotion or reaction these behaviors bring up in parents is the first clue in determining what the child is trying
to communicate. If you feel irritated, annoyed, or guilty,
your child is most likely communicating that they want attention and connection. These are the moments when you
might be thinking, “Seriously, how many times have I told
you…” and then remind them a few more times or end up
Continue Reading
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5 life skills your child can learn in the kitchen
From bettertogetherbc.ca

Cooking is a skill—and it's also a great way to teach life lessons that will nourish your child.
September is back-to-school month, and we’ve been having fun posting about all the ways cooking can help
make the school year a snap. Today, we’re talking about some of the life skills your kid can learn in the kitchen: besides fueling you up, cooking together builds well-being, resilience, patience, confidence, and oh yes—
fun!
Well being:
Cooking together has multiple mental health benefits—in fact, it is sometimes used as therapy for depression
and anxiety in teens because it is very effective at breaking negative thinking cycles. Cooking demands that
kids focus on process; it engages all of the senses, and establishes a daily pattern during times when everyone’s routine is undergoing a shake-up—so it’s no wonder that kids find cooking time so helpful. Check out
our guidelines on keeping cooking with kids a relaxing experience, and get inspired by this dinner club for
older kids.
Resilience:
Letting kids take safe risks is one of the best ways to help them build resiliency: that’s the ability to learn
from mistakes, bounce back from disappointment and find solutions to problems. Cooking is full of manageable risks, from the skills involved in learning to pour flour or handle a knife; to dealing with the minor disasters that happen to every cook at some point (like leaving sugar out of the holiday cookies, or adding salt instead of sugar...oops). Consider starting by making a kid-friendly workspace, then try these easy, skill-based
projects to challenge your kids in the kitchen—you might be surprised at what they can do!
Patience:
Cooking makes everyone slow down, and rewards you for being patient with something delicious to enjoy together. In fact, even toddlers can practice patience this way—try making this French yogurt cake with them
(accompanied by a great read on how in France children learn to bake yogurt cake at a young age—and learn
the ability to wait as a result!)
Confidence/Independence:
As kids learn all the skills they need to have fun in the kitchen, they build confidence too. Interestingly,
there’s evidence that just sharing a meal together boosts confidence and happiness. To help your kids build
independence try these pointers for getting teens into the kitchen, or these activities broken down by skill
level. Because being in the kitchen also ties beautifully into school subjects, it’s a great way to practice material kids are learning in school—or foster new interests! Here’s our round-up of how to build confidence
through cooking in any school subject, from science to math to reading and more.
Fun:
Ready to have a blast together? Here are some of our favourite resources for how to enjoy cooking and eating as a family:
• Try these simple cooking projects together.
• Our March break round-ups (part one and part two) are full of activities to try.
• Get outside with our picnic ideas: we’ve got treasure hunts, beach ideas, camp cooking and cooking al
fresco.
• Weather not cooperating? Learn how to start a family recipe book, or cosy up with our movie night ideas.
Don't forget to follow us on Facebook and Instagram - we're sharing new recipe and activity ideas
every day!
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